


and entertainment world were forged—some estimates put that num-
ber as high as 75 percent. 

“With the growing collectors market, as it becomes more and more 
robust and more popular, the potential for fraud increases,” said John 
Morrison, manager of brand activation with the Cubs. “We really 
wanted to provide an avenue to ensure our fans that they’re really 
getting true, authentic items that come from Wrigley Field, that come 
from their favorite Cubs players.”

Authentic baseball memorabilia used to be packaged with a paper 
“certificate of authenticity,” but those are easier to forge than the 
autographs themselves. All a wired ne’er-do-well really needs is a 
decent printer. Because no sport treasures its history like Major 
League Baseball, the league knew it had to step up and do some-
thing to help curb forgeries and give fans confidence that what they 
were buying wasn’t a mirage. 

“Major League Baseball knew the memorabilia industry had grown 
exponentially since the 1980s, and 
there was a need for authentication,” 
said Wayne McDonnell, a clinical as-
sociate professor of sports management 
at the New York University-School of 
Continuing and Professional Stud-
ies and an expert on the business of 
baseball. “There was a need for clarity, 
and there was a need for reassurance. 
Whether we want to admit to it or 
not, it looks bad upon the entire game 
of baseball if there are forgeries and 
fraudulent activities happening on the 
memorabilia market.”

More than any other sport, baseball has always had an intimate 
relationship with its numbers and milestones. Most people would be 
hard-pressed to remember the highest scoring average in NBA history 
or the NFL record for receptions in a season. But baseball fans instantly 
recognize the numbers 755, 56 and 73 (or, if you prefer, 61). 

A large piece of that emotional connection stems from the memora-
bilia that stretches through the generations and is passed down from 
fathers to sons. Most fans can recount the time they grabbed a foul ball 
off the bat of Glenallen Hill, got their hands on a signed Ernie Banks 
card or snagged a photo with Ryne Sandberg at Spring Training. As 
the game gets more complicated (e.g., PED scandals and skyrocketing 
player salaries), people crave that connection to history even more.

“Today we’re seeing this almost romantic feeling about the past. 
I’ve had the good fortune to collect hundreds of autographed base-
balls, but the one that means the most to me is an autographed 
Mickey Mantle ball because that was my dad’s hero,” McDonnell said. 
“In the memorabilia industry, there are so many deep and personal 
emotions and feelings that are attached to it rather than just an auto-
graphed baseball or football or basketball. There are so many connec-
tions there that sometimes you really can’t put it into words.” 

Grab and Go
Things have changed in the sports collectibles industry since the 
1980s, when the market expanded exponentially. While fans used to 
be content collecting baseball cards or hanging over the railing at 
a game and hoping their favorite player would be willing to sign an 
autograph, they now want to take home a piece of the action.

Part of the beauty of the MLB Authentication Program is its imme-
diacy. Fans can walk by the Cubs Authentics booth behind home plate 
in the Wrigley Field concourse and pick up a game-used baseball or 
base from that day’s game to take home with them. 

“If it’s your first time visiting Wrigley Field or it’s a birthday or an 

anniversary, you can really take home a unique collectible,” Morrison 
said. “You can take home a baseball that was used in that night’s 
game. You can take home the first-base bag that Anthony Rizzo cov-
ered in innings one through three.”

To make this possible, Barz and the other MLB authenticators sit in 
on every game and collect the relevant merchandise. When balls are 
fouled off or scuffed beyond a pitcher’s liking (and don’t get thrown 
into the stands), they are gathered by the ballboys and placed in a 
blue Cubs bin labeled “throw-away.” 

During an early-August affair versus the Dodgers at Wrigley Field, 
Barz collected balls from this bin after the fourth and eighth innings, 
and after the game. On average, he’ll authenticate 20-40 game-used 
baseballs per night. He also collects the game-used bases once during 
the game and again after the game is over. The groundskeepers remove 
them from the field and bring them 
into the stadium tunnels where Barz 
is waiting. Each base is marked as 
first, second or third so the Cubs 
know exactly what they’re getting, 
and many are adorned with custom 
base jewels that reference the date 
of the game and the opponent.

As soon as Barz takes possession 
of the merchandise, he takes it into 
a private office and places a tamper-proof holographic sticker onto 
it. Each hologram is paired with a bar code he scans into a handheld 
device, which uploads all the information to a computer database in 
New York. Once the items are stickered and Barz has taken any notes 
he needs to ensure he inputs the correct information after the game is 
over, he takes the merchandise to the Cubs Authentics booth, where 
it’s immediately made available for purchase. 

“Chain of custody is huge when it comes to Cubs Authentics,” 
Morrison said. “Every item, in order for it to be authenticated by MLB, 
it must be seen coming off the field, and the entire chain of custody 
must be able to be documented. So we’ll see a ball go from the umpire 
to our ballboy to our authenticator. If an item isn’t witnessed by the 
MLB authenticator, we won’t affix that MLB hologram on it. So 
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you’re ensured that the item that bears that hologram truly was used 
on Wrigley Field at a Cubs game.”

Each hologram has a letter and number code that allows fans to go to 
the MLB authentication website and verify their item. Collectors simply 
need to key in the information, and the site will list what the piece is and 
any relevant game details (e.g., who used it, what game it was from, etc.).

On the night of the Dodgers game, a fan had prepurchased the first-
base bag. After Barz delivered the bases to the Cubs Authentics booth 
after the fifth inning, Lyndsey Wittemann, the Cubs’ coordinator of 
authentics and licensing, delivered it directly to the fan in his seat. 

“We have the authenticators in a good spot where they can witness 
everything, so we can tie a pitcher, a batter, an outcome to every base-
ball that comes off the field,” said Howard Shelton, MLB’s program 
manager for authentication. “This is something collectors and people 
who are interested in game-used materials really have bought into. 
There’s no question that when collectors see that hologram on a base-
ball or on a base, they know they’re getting the real thing. It’s almost 
like that Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval.”  

The most commonly tagged items are balls, bats, bases and jerseys, 
but almost anything can be authenticated so long as it’s witnessed 
within the rules of the program, significant to the game, and might be 
of interest to a team or fan. 

“We always say everything 
is game,” Shelton said. “A 
couple of years ago when 
they had that playoff game 
between the Indians and Yan-
kees, we even authenticated 
a can of OFF! bug spray. Remember that playoff game where the gnats 
were all over Joba Chamberlain? We actually authenticated that, and 
we got a good little blurb in Sports Illustrated about it.”  

Over the years, teams have authenticated grass, dirt, advertising 
signs that hung in ballparks, furniture from a club’s front office, bath-
room fixtures and thousands of other items. One of the most fertile 
grounds for authenticators is a stadium that is being torn down or 
renovated. When the Wrigley Field bleachers were expanded after the 
2005 season, several authenticators sat for hours tagging each brick 
that was removed from the existing structure and entering them all 
into the MLB authentication database. 

Winds of Change
Things can also change quickly for an authenticator. Though each team 
is different, the agents are given a standard list of tasks for every game. 
The Cubs always collect balls, broken bats and bases, but authentica-
tors also have to be on their toes for history in the making. Prior to each 
game, they check the notes provided by each team’s media relations 
department to see if there is anything they should keep an eye on, such 
as a rookie making a debut or a career milestone. 

When Junior Lake blasted his second home run of the night off 
Dodgers starter Ricky Nolasco during that early-August tilt, things 
got interesting for Barz. Two home runs is a great game, but nothing 
historic. Three home runs, especially for a rookie only 15 games into 
his career, would be something to document. In that case, Barz would 
grab uniforms, balls, bats and anything else related to Lake. 

If a player is on pace for something special like a no-hitter or a 
four-home run game, the authenticators will both call MLB and 
speak with the individual teams to see what they want to tag. Lake 
finished his night with two home runs, so the Cubs tagged his jersey 
for posterity (and possibly for eventual sale).

At marquee events like an All-Star Game, MLB will have several 
authenticators work the game so they can gather anything and every-
thing of importance. And it’s not just fans who want their game-used 

merchandise authenticated. Occasionally the players will also ask the 
team to validate something. Earlier this year, David DeJesus picked 
up his 500th major league RBI, and the Cubs authenticated the batted 
ball for his personal collection. 

“The All-Star Game is a perfect example. After the game, the guys 
are getting out of their cleats and their batting gloves and everything, 
and they want these things authenticated,” Shelton said. “The players 
understand now that it’s almost protection for them. When we put the 
hologram on Pedro Alvarez’s cleats or his broken bat, and he takes it 
home with him, no one can claim they have that bat.”

BesT in shoW
The best part about the Cubs Authentics program is that it allows 
fans to have a personal connection to their favorite team. If you’re an 
Anthony Rizzo fan, you can take home the base he patrolled for a few 
innings of the game you attended.

Over the years, the program and its fail-safes have expanded 
greatly. MLB used to have authenticators only collect memorabilia 
from jewel events like the World Series. Now, it’s an operation that 
involves the league office, law enforcement officers and all 30 big 
league teams to some extent. 

All this work, of course, doesn’t mean memorabilia forgeries are a 
thing of the past. Sports collectibles are a multimillion-dollar indus-
try, and there will always be people who try to beat the system. 

But Cubs Authentics is the best way out there to ensure your Ernie 
Banks autographed bat was actually signed by Mr. Cub. The MLB 
Authentication Program is the most comprehensive league-wide auto-
graphed and game-used memorabilia authentication initiative in profes-
sional sports, and it has become the industry standard since its launch. 

“It’s given fans a new vehicle to purchase and a safe environment 
where you can wholeheartedly trust who you’re purchasing from,” 
McDonnell said. “It’s almost like buying a treasury bill from the 
United States. There’s safety in that, and I think fans feel that sense 
of safety when they buy from MLB, because they know it’s such a 
meticulous process, it’s done with care, it’s done with precision, ac-
curacy, and the authenticity is of paramount importance.”

That’s because MLB knows the history of the game isn’t some-
thing to be taken lightly. 

History in tHe Making
Do you want to take home a piece of Cubs 
history? Cubs Authentics can be found at the 
following locations:

•  The Cubs Authentics kiosk, located directly behind 
home plate in the Wrigley Field concourse

• The Cubs Store across the street from Wrigley Field
• Online at www.cubs.com/authentics
•  Over the phone at 773-404-4753 or by 

emailing cubsauthentics@cubs.com

  You can take home a baseball that was 
used in that night’s game. You can take 
home the first-base bag that Anthony Rizzo 
covered in innings one through three.”
— John Morrison, Cubs manager of brand activation
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